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Motivation

https://atlas.cern/updates/feature/higgs-boson

Higgs boson
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Motivation
Anomalios magnetic moment of the electron
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Zeta values
Amplitudes often involve values of the zeta function

Euler in the 1740’s showed that the even zeta values are all rational multiples of powers of π

However, no such formula is known for the odd zeta values and it is conjectured that the ζ(2n + 1),
 for n ≥ 1, should be algebraically independent of π 

but it is not even known at present whether ζ(3)π^−3 is irrational

multiple zeta values (MZV’s)
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Amplitudes in parametric form

vertexes internal edges

external edges

Graph:

T- spanning tree and T1,2-spanning 2-trees 

Symanzik polynomials

Generalized Feynman amplitude
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Example
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Example
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Where do we go from here?

Are there any organising principles which are valid for 
all Feynman amplitudes?

There should be a very large group of deeply hidden symmetries 
which acts on the space of all generalised Feynman amplitudes in 

a rather subtle way. This group will propagate information 
between amplitudes of different loop orders.
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Periods and families of periods

we call I a family of periods when P, Q or σ depend algebraically on parameters.

Examples of periods
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Galois theory

There is a symmetry group                  which is the group of symmetries of the ring 

of algebraic numbers which respects the operations of addition and multiplication

Y. André has suggested that Galois theory can be generalized to all periods

arXiv:0805.2569 [math.NT]

arXiv:0805.2568 [math.GM]

A fundamental problem with this programme is that it is impossibly conjectural.

Author claim that we can circumvent all conjectures in certain specific situations using a 
notion called motivic periods, and that this works in the case of Feynman amplitudes.
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The motivic period corresponding to 2πi

Up to an exact 
differential

motivic version of 2πi

Galois group      of motivic periods as the group of symmetries of their defining data
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Motivic periods corresponding to Feynman amplitudes
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Partial factorization of graph polynomials

Polinomial of higher degree in the edge 
variables corresponding to the subgraph
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Conclusion
We saw that Feynman integrals and amplitudes form the basis
for most predictions in high-energy physics experiments. They are very far from
being understood mathematically, and there are numerous challenges with practical
applications. Some problems which were not touched upon here are questions about
resummability and existence of renormalisable quantum field theories.

Grothendieck’s deep ideas on motives suggest that there exists a huge symme-
try group (motivic Galois group) acting on period integrals. This is still highly
conjectural, but we can define motivic periods of graphs unconditionally.

As a result, we can define a group of hidden symmetries (called the cosmic
Galois group) which acts on motivic periods of graphs. It provides an organising
principle for the structure of amplitudes and leads to powerful constraints, via the
stability theorem, to all orders in perturbation theory. We are only just beginning
to scratch the surface of this structure.
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Thank you for your attention!
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